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Questions and Comments: 

1. Question/Comment: Site specific assessment will go to everyone who bills 

HCBS or just to providers that are going to be affected by the Rule? 

KDADS: All HCBS sites have to be assessed  

2. Question/Comment: Will you work with CDDOs when to make sure providers 

are completing the assessment 

KDADS: Yes, we will have resources on the website.  

3. Question/Comment: When will the website be launched and who will be doing 

the desk review? 

KDADS: The survey will be released next month and the desk review will be a 

collaboration between KDADS and WSU. Desk reviewers will be working with providers  

4. Question/Comment: Will the online assessment be able to be saved and come 

back to, and/or will the questions be provided ahead of time 

KDADS: Yes it can be saved and you can print out the questions. You will have contact 

information to someone who can help you through the survey 

5. Question/Comment: When will the dates, times and  for provider trainings be 

available 

KDADS: That information is being worked out currently and it will be  

Response: Since it is less than a month away we want to make sure that we 

have these on our calendars 

6. Question/Comment: In previous phone calls it was said that examples would be 

provided showing what is compliant, are those still going to be available? 

KDADS: Yes we will have those provided 

7. Question/Comment: Will targeted case managers have access to this survey 

KDADS: This is a state service so I am not sure they would need to have access to the 

survey. 

8. Question/Comment: Is there going to be a general portal for providers or will 

there need to be a unique ID to access the portal for providers? 



KDADS: I think there will be a specific number that is assigned to you so all of your 

information can be kept together  

9. Question/Comment: If the survey is ready to be completed by September, can 

providers just start?  

KDADS: It will be officially open on September 15th, and it will be ready to be taken and 

completed at that time. 


